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This broschure is intended to provide comprehensive practical instructions on using the RfB website. 
The central functions consists of displaying the results of evaluated surveys on the one hand, and online-
communication between the RfB and the participants of our schemes on the other. The content for registered 
participants now covers the entire interlaboratory test sequence where it is possible over this route, namely, 
ordering, [dispatching samples], entering results and analysis.

New funcionalities consists of a profile administration, where you can use improved e-mail administration 
and printing options.

The following image of the homepage gives an overview of where information about the individual links can 
be found:
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Survey information

use this link to access the survey selection form, 
the central page for accessing survey informations.

after selecting the desired survey, e.g. KS1/13 (select year and survey types, then click „find“), 
you have access to 

public area
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[public area]Survey evaluation

After the survey is complete, the status is set to „evaluated“ and the link behind this leads to the 
available online evaluation and, if applicable, further evaluation documents.
In each case there is an overall evaluation and the corresponding „Notes on the evaluation“, which 
take up any special features of the respective survey and may contain comments by scientific 
advisers.
For surveys where individual  information is available for the respective parameters, a list of the 
measurands appear as further links. (see next page).

KS 1/13 KS 1/13 KS 1/13



Behind the links for the individual  measurands, statistical and graphic  information is usually stored, which is 
suitable particularly for comparing individual methods and combinations or reagents.
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[public area]Survey evaluation

A list of reagent manufacturers, sorted by name or code-
no, can be called up via the two links <kits by name> 
and <kits by no.>.
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Survey evaluation [public area]

However, showing the result collectives as YOUDEN plots is clearer than listing the 
statistical quantities. These can be displayed by clicking on the corresponding collective; 
the selected collective is shown in blue and the other results in grey.
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Reference laboratories [public area]

On this page you will  find the current reference laboratories of the RfB, their functions 
and an overview of the available reference methods.



You can find the informations concerning our offer for control samples.
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Ordering control samples [public area]
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IFCC RELA Surveys [public area]

The RfB organises special surveys for reference laboratories in collaboration with the IFCC.
For these surveys, too, the RfB has a website that covers the entire organisation from ordering 
to analysis. However, since the structure of these interlaboratory tests differs significantly from 
that of normal surveys, this scheme has its own website, which can be reached through this link 
(www.dgkl-rfb.de:81/index.shtml). You will find further information there about these surveys.

http://www.dgkl-rfb.de:81/index.shtml
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de:81/index.shtml


Under this link, we provide you with some general, helpful informations. At the moment, we 
have placed a download link to the german „RiliBÄK“ guidelines there.

        Find the correct survey program there.
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Support

RV-Programm

[public area]

[public area]



Entering your user name (= participant number) and password leads to your personal homepage.

After login, you have full access to ordering survey, data entry and download of individual evaluation 
documents.
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Login - start page [participant  area]



You are listed in our web system with the data shown here. You can change them here (apart from your 
participant number). Any changes you make only relate, however, to the readout in our web system. You 
must inform us separately of any changes to delivery and/or invoice addresses (see form in the programme 
booklet or phone ++49 (0)228/926895-0)

Group manager

It is now possible to pool several participant numbers to form one group and to administrate them 
collectively. To switch to another participant within the group, you then only need to click on the participant 
number in the group selection field.

The participant numbers listed here belong to a group that is managed collectively. To switch to another 
participant within the group, click on the arrow. To add a participant number, enter password and click on 
>Add<. To remove a participant number, Drag-and-Drop it to the recycle bin.
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Profile-administration [participant area]



E-mail adress administration

Here, you enter all the e-mail addresses via which you want to receive information in our system (protocol e-
mails, notifications where applicable). From this pool of e-mail addresses, you can then select specific ones 
and assign them individually or to all ring trials by moving the respective e-mail address, after selecting a ring 
trial on the left, via Drag-and-Drop to the bottom right-hand area.

Shipping options

Here, you can define the dispatch settings for all ring trials or for specific individual ring trial systems. The 
following applies: 

- everything by post: you receive the whole analysis through the post as usual. 
- certificates only: you receive only the certificates through the post. 

Your whole analysis can be accessed at any time via our web portal. If you have enabled the Notification 
function, we will send you a link via e-mail once it becomes available, which leads directly to your analysis. 
Otherwise, continue to log in as before and download the desired analyses. 
The setting you select under „All ring trials“ resets all specific settings back to the default settings.

As before, all the evaluation documents are downloadable on our website.
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test@example.com



E-Mail notifications

If you enable this, you will always receive e-mail notifications with a direct link to your evaluation. This 
evaluation is now provided in a new form, i.e. as a PDF file containing all your evaluation pages plus a 
separate file containing only the certificate (for forwarding to HISs or the like) 

Mapping of E-mail addresses to all surveys
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Subject: RfB: Your evaluation (participant 1234567) for survey AK1/13 is available

Dear survey attendee,
The evaluation of survey AK1/13 is now available. You can download your evaluation and if 
applicable your certificate with the following links.

Link to certificate AK1/13: http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?
tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15BB5820C540AF813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
Link to complete evaluation AK1/13: http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?
tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15B85820C040C7813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en

The certificate link ist also printed on the certificate sheet and allows a forgery-proof access to this 
document.

best regards
survey directors of RfB 

http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15BB5820C540AF813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15BB5820C540AF813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15BB5820C540AF813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15BB5820C540AF813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15B85820C040C7813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15B85820C040C7813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15B85820C040C7813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en
http://www.dgkl-rfb.de/cgi/evaluation?tnr=1234567&rv_id=AK131&version=0&uuid=0E15B85820C040C7813BF1EA9845294D&lang=en


By clicking „all surveys“, you will get listed all mail addresses 
related to all surveys. 

Mapping of mail addresses to single surveys

Here, after 
selecting ring trials 
from the left, all the 
e-mail addresses 
assigned to them 

are displayed. Where a single ring trial has been selected, the e-mail addresses assigned to all ring trials are 
not displayed again anyhow.

All your changes becomes active only if you leave with „transmit changes“
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This link triggers an e-mail to you and a text 
based overview of your ordered surveys.

Your orders for 
the chosen year 

are listed below. 
For every survey type, the single surveys and the total number of 
orders are indicated.

1 0: not ordered
2 1: 'normal' order with one set of sample material
3 2: an order with two sets of sample material, etc.
4

V-Type A: subscription: the order is valid also for the next year V-
17

Ordering [participoant area]

This link triggers an e-mail to you with a 
calendar diagram of your ordered surveys.



Type B: single order: only valid 
for the chosen year

<copy to ...> Copies your order onto the next year To show the listing of the copied orders, please change to 
the corresponding year

<change> opens the order form for making changes
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[participant area]Data entry

1 Messwertpaar erfasst PDF-Protokoll

This link triggers an e-mail to you 
with a pdf-protocol of your entered 
results.

This link opens a page on which you can add a 
preformatted file with your results; these data are 
then examined and if correct, the normal result 
recording page (see left) is opened with the new 
values.

Erfassung

For entering concrete results you will obtain a list 
of the offered measurands. Methods and kits used 
previously are already pre-entered. 
Enter your results and confirm them. (You may 
have to srcoll down if there is a long list of results).
If everything is in order, your homepage is 
displayed again, now stating the number of 
recorded results.



You can choose, if you want sent by e-mail all  or selected evaluations of the 
l i s t e d surveys.

After sending, this evaluation is listed with the date of the e-mail 
instead of „new“.

But it is also possible to use the direct link for download without 
e-mail.
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[participant area]Evaluations



Your yearly overviews are provided at the start of the year according to the same concept. These overviews 
show the situation of your results for analytes with a reference method value through all surveys of one year.
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